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Abstract 

     Flotation is an important separation process used in the mining industry. The process is based 
on hydrophobizing a selected mineral using an appropriate surfactant, so that an air bubble can 
spontaneously adhere on the mineral surface. The bubble-particle adhesion is possible only when 
the thin film of water between the bubble and particle ruptures, just like when two colloidal 
particles or air bubbles adhere with each other. Under most flotation conditions, however, both 
the double-layer and dispersion forces are repulsive, which makes it difficult to model the rupture 
of the wetting films using the DLVO theory.  

      In the present work, we have measured the kinetics of film thinning between air bubble and 
flat surfaces of gold and silica. The former was hydrophobized by ex-site potassium amyl 
xanthate, while the latter by in-site Octadecyltrimetylammonium chlroride. The kinetics curves 
obtained with and without theses hydrophobizing agents were fitted to the Reynolds lubrication 
theory by assuming that the driving force for film thinning was the sum of capillary pressure and 
the disjoining pressure in a thin film. It was found that the kinetics curves obtained with 
hydrophilic surfaces can be fitted to the theory with the disjoining pressure calculated from the 
DLVO theory. With hydrophobized surfaces, however, the kinetics curves can be fitted only by 
assuming the presence of a non-DLVO attractive force (or hydrophobic force) in the wetting 
films. The results obtained in the present work shows that long-range hydrophobic forces is 
responsible for the faster drainage of wetting film. 

      It is shown that the changes in hydrophobic forces upon the thin water film between air 
bubble and hydrophobic surface is dependent on hydrophobizing agent concentration, immersion 
time and the electrolyte concentration in solution. The obtained hydrophobic forces constant in 
wetting film K132 is compared with the hydrophobic forces constant between two solid surfaces 
K131 to verify the combining rule for flotation.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
1.1 General 

      Froth flotation has been widely used in industry for more than 100 years to separate the 
different minerals from each other, ever since the gas bubble was first recognized as a means of 
mineral separation by Bassel brothers in Germany in 1886.1, 2 Even today after 100 years since its 
commercial inception in 1905, froth flotation is still the most successful and cheapest technique 
in many separating industry, such as deinking3-5, oil recovery from oil sand6-8, and coal cleaning9-

11. The basic principle of froth flotation is rendering the target mineral hydrophobic using 
appropriate surfactants and untarget mineral hydrophilic. The gas bubbles prefer to attach the 
hydrophobic particles, and rise to the top of cell, forming the three-phase froth. The attachment 
between the gas bubble and the particle is the fundamental process for flotation. As described in 
previous literatures12, the initial approach of gas bubbles to the particles is controlled by turbulent 
flow generated by the agitator. As the intervening water layers between the gas bubble and the 
particle become thinner, the surface forces become an active component to control the thinning 
and rupture of the water thin film between the gas bubble and particle which is usually titled 
“wetting film” in colloidal science. On the hydrophobic surface, the wetting film will 
spontaneously rupture forming the three-phase froth. Recognizing the significance of the 
interaction between the gas bubble and the particle related to the flotation condition, many 
investigators tried to better understand the interaction energy between air bubbles and particles in 
order to predict the flotation behavior and improve the flotation cell design.  

       The DLVO theory was named after Derjaguin and Landau13, Verwey and Overbeek14, two 
independent research groups who first formulated the classical standard theory of colloidal 
dispersions that comprised both the repulsion and attraction forces. Classical DLVO theory 
contains two additive components: van der Waals dispersion energy (Vd) and electrostatic double 
layer energy (Ve). Thus the total inter t nac ion e ergy could be represented as follows: 

                                                                                       1.1   

For interaction between spherical gas bubble and spherical particle of radii R1 and R2, the 
dispersion energy (Vd) is describ d   e  by the following expression

        1
/

                                                 [1.2] 

where A132 is the Hamaker constant of particle (1) and bubble (2) interaction in the aqueous 
medium (3), and H is the separation distance. The second part of the equation represents the 
correction factor due to the retardation effect in presence of the electrolyte in solution. Since the 
Hamaker constant of water (A33) is less than that of the solid (A11) but greater than that of the air 
(A22), A132 is negative according to the combining rule15. Thereby, the dispersion energy between 
the gas bubble and the particle is always repulsive.   
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The interaction energy due to the overlapping electrostatic double layers could be represented 
using the HHF’s expression16 

        ln

where ε is the dielectric constant of medium 2,  and  are the stern potential of the air bubble 
and the particle and κ-1 is referred to as the Debye length. 

ln  1                              1.3                

         Under most flotation conditions, both the van der Waals dispersion forces and electrostatic 
double layer forces are repulsive. According to the classical DLVO theory, the flotation could not 
happen due to the strong repulsive forces between the gas bubble and particle. It was not utill 
1968 that Laskowski and Kitchener17 found that the water films of a certain thickness on the 
methylated silica surface were unstable and the wetting film would rupture spontaneously, while 
both double-layer and dispersion forces were repulsive. Blake and Kitchener18 later found that the 
rupture thickness of wetting film on methylated silica was 60 to 220 nm, which indicated that the 
thin water film on methylated silica was unstable because of presence of “long-range” attractive 
forces. More recently, Israelachvili and Pashley19, 20 firstly measured the long-range attractive 
forces (or hydrophobic forces) between two macroscopic surfaces in CTAB solution using 
Surface Forces Apparatus (SFA). Other investigators21-26 also confirmed that there existed the 
attractive hydrophobic forces between two hydrophobic surfaces using Atomic Force Microscope 
(AFM) or thin film balance (TFB). Thereby, the DLVO theory must be extended to include a 
third term for interaction between two macroscopic surfaces, named as “hydrophobic forces” 

                                                                                 1.4                 

where Vh represents the hydrophobic term of interaction energy.  

        The interaction energy contributed from the hydrophobic forces is usually represented as the 
exponential function form, as reported in many previous literatures22, 27. Therefore, the 
hydrophobic forces term o  is represented as follows: f interaction energy

             exp exp                                         1.5  

where exp  term represents the short-range hydrophobic forces, the second term 

represents the long-range hydrophobic forces, C represents the magnitude of hydrophobic forces 
and D represents the decay length.  

         Yoon et al23, 28 also suggests th d  f cee hy rophobic or s could be represented as a power law: 

                                                                                 1.6                                 

where K132 is the hydrophobic forces constant which is in the same form as that for the 
nonretarded van der Waals interaction. Thereby, it is easy to compare the hydrophobic forces 
with van der Waals dispersion forces.  
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      The objective of the present work is to measure thinning kinetics of wetting film between the 
gas bubble and the hydrophobic plate. Also the combining rule for the hydrophobic forces 
constant is discussed based on the results obtained in the present work and previous literatures.  

 

1.2 Literature Review 

1.2.1 Thermodynamics of Bubble-Particle Contact 

         Bubble-particle contact is one of the primary factors controlling the flotation process. To 
minimize the Gibbs free energy, the liquid drop or gas bubble forms a finite contact angle on a 
smooth solid surface, called three-phase contact, as shown in Fig 1.1. Thermodynamically, the 
condition for three-phase contact is given by Y goun ’s equation.29, 30  

cos                                                                  1.7                                 

where , and  are the interfacial tensions of the solid-gas, solid-liquid, liquid-gas 
interfaces respectively, and   is the contact angle.  

          As the gas bubble attaches the solids, the change in the free energy due to the replacement 
of the solid-liquid interface by soli ad-g s interface is given by Dupre’s equation. 

∆                                                               1.8  

Substituting term in equation [1.8] using the Young’s equation [1.7], the change in free 
energy could be simplified to the equation as follows 

Δ cos 1                                                              1.9                                    

Thereby the change in free energy is dependent on the interfacial tension ( ) at liquid-gas 
interface and contact angle (θ). The larger the degree of contact angle is and the larger the value 
of interfacial tension is, the more likely the bubble attaches to the particle. For any finite value of 
the contact angle, the free energy will always decrease upon the attachment of the gas bubble to 
the particles. This explains why the gas bubble could form a three-phase contact on the solid 
surface with a finite value of contact angle.  

       Equation [1.9] is well known as the criteria for possibility of a bubble-particle contact in a 
liquid medium. However, it is predicted by the equation [1.9] that the gas bubble could attach the 
solid once the contact angle is above zero, which is conflict with the condition in real flotation 
practice. The reason behind is that the equation ignores the effect from the thin liquid layer 
between the air bubble and solid before and after the attachment.  
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of the gas bubble on a flat solid surface in a liquid medium 

        Derjaguin et al.31 first introduced “disjoining pressure” (Π) to define the excess pressure 
acting on the thin liquid layer from those on the bulk phase. At constant temperature and pressure, 
the thin liquid film obeys the fol g od a ilowin  therm yn m c fundamental equation, 

Γ , Π                                                              1.10  

where is defined as film surface tension, Γ ,  denotes the surface excess of film, and  is 
defined as surface chemical potential. At constant chemical potential, the disjoining pressure Π is 
represented as follows from equation [1.10]32 

, ,
Π                                                                   1.11  

Therefore, if the film tension  decreases as film thickness (  decreases, the disjoining 
pressure (Π) will be positive, which is characterized by an attractive disjoining pressure.  

 

1.2.2 Film Thinning in Wetting Film 

The properties of thin liquid film between two interfaces are of primary importance for the 
behavior of the dispersion system. The wetting film is the thin liquid layer sandwiched by a 
gas-liquid interface and a solid-liquid interface. When a gas bubble approaches a flat solid 
surface, the “dimpled” shape of wetting film was observed in previous work33-36 as shown in 
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Fig 1.2. The “dimpled” shape means that the film thickness at the center is larger than that 
at its periphery. Thus once a “dimple” is formed, the liquid inside dimple is entrapped by a 
thinner “barrier ring”. Fisher et al.37 explained that the “dimple” phenomenon is due to 
viscous liquid drag. The liquid at the barrier ring drains faster than those at the center, and 
thereby a convex “dimpled” shape is formed. Also the convex shape introduces the positive 
Laplace pressure that resists the drainage of the liquid inside the dimple.  

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram of a “dimple” formation as the gas bubble approaches the flat solid surface38 

  

      Scheludko39 first derived an expression as follows to predict the rate of thinning of the film 
using Reynolds equation, based on the assu n that thin liquid films are plane-parallel.  mptio

2 Δ
3

                                                            1.12  

where R is the radius of the film,  is the viscosity of liquid and Δ  is the driving pressure for 
film thinning. In Scheludko’s cell, the driving pressure Δ  is a sum of the capillary pressure   
and disjoining pressure Π. Thus the equilibrium film thickness could be predicted at a finite film 
thickness where the capillary pressure equates to disjoining pressure.  

        The derivation of equation 1.12 is based on Reynolds lubrication approximation which 
assumes that the liquid flows between plane parallel surfaces and the film surfaces are 
tangentially immobile. Frankel and Mysels35 developed a purely hydrodynamic theory of the 
evolution of dimples, assuming that the rate of flow through the barrier ring was independent of 
the radius. They proposed that the film thickness at the center of dimple ho and film thickness at 
the barrier ring hb as a function of time t is given by Equation [1.13] and Equation [1.14]. 
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0.0096 /

                                                     1.13  

0.006 /

                                                 1.14  

Frankel-Mysels model is corresponding to experimental observation done by Platikanov34, but 
slightly overestimates the “dimple” shape.  

        After Frankel-Mysels’ initial work on the theoretical modeling of draining dimpled film, 
numerous investigators have developed models describing the thinning of dimpled films. 
Hartland and Robinson40 presented a model for an axisymmetric dimpled draining film assuming 
the film was parabolic. They suggested that pressure is constant at the center of film and falls to 
zero just outside the barrier ring. Dimitrov and Ivanov41 derived an equation for the rate of 
thinning of dimpled films  by matching the asymptotic coordinate expansions. It is shown that the 
film could be considered as practically plane-parallel at a short film thickness. Jain and Ivanov38 
later presented a simplified model for the thinning of dimpled films, assuming that all the energy 
dissipation takes places in the barrier. They suggested that the presence of a dimple increases the 
velocity of thinning. Lin and Slattery42 developed a hydrodynamic model for drainage of thin 
liquid film which agrees with the experimental results. Also, they suggested that the surface 
viscosities have little effect upon the drainage rate in presence of surfactants. Chen and Slattery43, 

44 later extended the model for drainage of film by considering the van der Waals forces and 
electrostatic double-layer forces. Recently, Ralson et al.45, 46 studied the drainage of aqueous thin 
film as the gas bubble approach the flat solid surface using scanning interferometry. The 
experimental equilibrium film thickness agrees with the theoretical prediction by the DLVO 
theory.  

 

1.2.3 Bubble-Solid Interaction  

        The colloidal interaction between air bubble and particle was studied for decades by TFB47, 
SFA48, 49 and AFM50, 51, primarily because it is of utmost importance for flotation. It is well 
known that the wetting film is stabilized on the hydrophilic surface and ruptures spontaneously on 
hydrophobic surfaces. Tchaliovska et al.52 studied the interaction between air bubble and a mica 
surface immersed in dodecylammonium chloride (DAC) solution. The results showed that 
hydrophobic attraction forces played a vital role in thin-film lifetimes and rates of expansion of 
the meniscus perimeter. Yoon and Yordan53 measured the critical thickness of film on 
hydrophobic surfaces by using TFB technique. It was shown that critical rupture thickness 
increases with an increasing degree of methylation. The rupture thickness also reaches the 
maximum, when pH of the amine solution is 9-9.5 where the adsorption is most favored. The 
following papers23, 54-56 by Yoon et al. suggested that thinning and rupture of thin water film 
intervened by hydrophobic surfaces must include the influence of hydrophobic attractive forces.  

         The mechanism of attachment between air bubble and hydrophobic particle, however, is 
still discussed to illustrate the existence of so called “hydrophobic forces”.  Alexandrova et al.57 
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studied the stability of an aqueous thin film containing tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide 
(C14TAB) between air bubbles and silica substrates. They explained that the spontaneous rupture 
of thin aqueous film was interpreted in terms of electrostatic mechanism, also named as 
“Heterocoagulation mechanism”. At relatively low surfactant concentration, the gas/liquid 
interface was net positive charged while the liquid/solid interface remained negative charged, 
which led to an attractive electrostatic forces between gas bubble and solid.  

         Schulze et al.,58, 59 suggested that gas bubble at heterogeneous solid surfaces was 
responsible for the rupture of wetting film on methylated silica without considering any long-
range hydrophobic attraction. Mahnke et al.60 observed a hole in the dimpled wetting film on 
hydrophobic glass surfaces coated with fatty acid Langmuir-Blodgett layers, and they indicated 
that nucleation of the air bubble is the reason for the high rupture thickness for hydrophobic 
surface coated with L-B layers. In other communication, Mahnke et al.,61 also suggested that the 
rupture of thin wetting films on methylated glass surfaces was explained by hole formation. 
Stckelhuber et al.,62, 63recently proposed that nanobubbles on the hydrophobic solid surface could 
be the cause of rupture of wetting films without considering any surface forces acting on the 
interface. 

          Vinogradova64-67 proposed that the observed long-range hydrophobic forces measured in 
drainage technique may occur due to slippage. It is a possibility that application of Reynolds 
equation theory may led to overestimating the hydrophobic forces. Thereby, the magnitude of 
hydrophobic forces correlated to slip lengths of liquid over solid or vapor, which is probably 
linked to a decrease in viscosity in the vicinity of a solid.  

 

1.3 Research Objective 

         The objective of present work is to measure the thinning kinetics of wetting film between 
the gas bubble and the hydrophobic solid surface by Thin Film Balance technique.  The 
hydrophobic forces constant K132 is calculated using the Reynolds equation, assuming that 
Reynolds equation could apply to predict the thinning kinetics of thin water film at the “barrier 
ring”. The obtained K132 in wetting film on the hydrophobic surface is used to compare with 
surface forces data reported in previous literature to determine the validity of the combining rule. 

          Chapter 2 discusses the drainage of wetting film on the gold surface treated by potassium 
amyl xanthate (PAX). Chapter 3 describes the drainage of wetting film on the polished quartz 
surface in octadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (C18TACl) solution.  
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Chapter 2 

Hydrophobic Forces in Wetting Films Between Air Bubbles and 

Hydrophobized Gold Surfaces 
 

 

 

Abstract 

 

The kinetics of thinning for the wetting films of water formed on hydrophobic gold substrates 
has been studied using the thin film pressure balance (TFBC) technique. The changes in film 
thickness have been monitored by recording the profiles of the dimpled films as a function of 
time using a high-speed video camera. It was found that the film thinning kinetics as measured at 
the barrier rims of a film of water formed on a hydrophilic silica surface can be predicted using 
the Reynolds lubrication approximation with the non-slip boundary condition. The results 
obtained using the wetting films of water formed on hydrophobized gold substrates showed that 
the kinetics increases with increasing hydrophobicity. The kinetics data obtained at different 
hydrophobicities have been fitted to the Reynolds approximation to determine the hydrophobic 
force constants (K132) of a power law. It was found that K132 increases with increasing contact 
angle and decreases with electrolyte (NaCl) concentration. It was found also that the K132 values 
can be predicted from the hydrophobic force constants (K131) obtained for the interaction between 
hydrophobic surfaces and the same (K232) for the foam films using the geometric mean combining 
rule that is frequently used to predict asymmetric molecular forces from symmetric ones.  
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2.1  Introduction 

      Properties of the thin liquid films between particles, bubbles and drops control the behavior of 
their suspensions and interactions with each other. In flotation, air bubbles collide with particles 
and create wetting films between them. If the films are unstable, particles break the films, attach 
themselves to the bubbles, and float. If the films are stable, no flotation would occur. Thus, 
control of the stability of wetting films is of critical importance in flotation. The key parameter 
controlling the stability of wetting films is the hydrophobicity of particles. Flotation is a rate 
process, and its kinetics increases with particle hydrophobicity.1, 2 Various reagents are used to 
render selected minerals hydrophobic. For sulfide minerals and precious metals, short-chain alkyl 
xanthates and thionocarbamates are commonly used as hydrophobizing agents (collectors). For 
the flotation of non-metallic minerals such as silica and iron oxides, long-chain high HLB 
surfactants are used for hydrophobization. Air bubbles have been in use for minerals flotation 
since 1905 when the process was first patented,3 and yet the basic mechanisms involved in the 
rupture of wetting films are not well understood. 

When an air bubble is pressed against a hydrophilic plate such as mica and quartz in water4-7, 
the intervening liquid drains until a stable film is formed. The stability of the wetting film arises 
from the disjoining (or ‘wedging-apart’) pressure, which was considered to arise from double-
layer force, van der Waals-dispersion force, and structural force.8 The first two were classical 
colloidal forces, while the third was attributed to the hydrogen bonding between the solid and 
water molecules in the film. At film thicknesses above 20 nm, double-layer force dominates, 
while at thicknesses below approximately 10-15 nm dispersion force also contributes to 
stabilizing the wetting films.9, 10 The film thickness decreases with electrolyte concentration and 
the valence of electrolyte.11 It has also been reported that the wetting films on quartz rupture 
when the charge of the substrate was reversed by Al3+ ions12 or by a cationic surfactant13. Thus, 
the wetting films on hydrophilic surfaces behave just like a typical colloidal film, for which the 
DLVO theory may be useful. 

Blake and Kitchener9 used the bubble-against-plate technique to study the wetting films 
formed on both hydrophilic and hydrophobic silica plates. The hydrophobic silica was prepared 
by coating the surface with trichloromethylsilane (TMCS). The thicknesses of the aqueous films 
formed on both substrates were approximately the same, which was attributed to the observation 
that the methylation did not significantly change the ζ-potentials of quartz. When the film 
thickness was reduced by KCl addition, however, the film on the hydrophobic surface ruptured 
spontaneously at a thickness of 64 nm, which was attributed to the presence of hydrophobic force 
in the wetting film. Tchaliovska et al.14 studied the wetting films on mica hydrophobized with 
dodecylammonium hydrochloride (DAH) and suggested that both hydrophobic force and 
attractive electrostatic force are important in determining the film lifetime and the rates of 
expansion of the meniscus perimeter. More recently, Mahnke et al.15 modeled the rupture of the 
wetting films formed on methylated glass plates using a long-range hydrophobic force with a 
decay length of 13 nm, while Churaev16 discussed the role of hydrophobic force in the rupture of 
wetting films. 
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The first direct measurement of hydrophobic force was reported by Israelachvili and 
Pashley.17 The measurements were made using the surface force apparatus (SFA) in 
cetyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB) solutions. Many investigators18 conducted follow-up 
experiments using SFA and atomic force microscope (AFM) with surfaces coated with various 
hydrophobizing agents and reported much longer-ranged and stronger hydrophobic forces than 
reported by Israelachvili and Pashley. However, the origin of the hydrophobic force is not yet 
known, and many investigators suggested various possible mechanisms. These include 
electrostatic interaction between the charged domains of adsorbed surfactants,19 cavition, 20, 21  

nanobubbles,22, 23 and others.24-26 Of these, the possibility of nanobubbles causing the long-range 
attractions has received much attention in recent years. It has been shown, however, that long-
range attractions were also observed in degassed solutions,27, 28 although the attraction becomes 
stronger in the presence of dissolved gases. Further, recent thermodynamic studies showed that 
macroscopic hydrophobic interactions entail entropy decrease, contrary to the case of molecular-
scale hydrophobic interactions.29, 30 This finding suggests that the long-range hydrophobic force 
originates from the structural changes in the water present in the confined spaces between 
hydrophobic surfaces.  

The possibility of nanobubbles playing a role in the rupture of wetting films has been explored 
by some investigators. Stockelhuber et al.31 suggested that the thin liquid films formed between 
the nanobubbles nucleating on a hydrophobic surface and the air/water interface of a wetting film 
act like foam films, in which attractive van der Waals force can cause the rupture by the capillary 
wave mechanism.32, 33 According to Laskowski et al. 34, there are no attractive forces in wetting 
films; therefore, its rupture cannot be accounted by the capillary wave mechanism.  

Platikanov35 monitored the kinetics of thinning of the wetting films on hydrophilic glass 
plates. They found that the films formed dimples initially and produced flat films at equilibrium 
as predicted by Frankel and Mysels.36 The dimples disappeared, however, when film radii became 
small. The author showed that the kinetics measured at 0.1 M KCl can be described by Reynolds 
lubrication approximation with the non-slip boundary condition for both the solid/water and 
air/water interfaces. Thus, the author concluded that the dynamic method of using the Reynolds 
approximation can be used to determine the disjoining pressure if liquid films are flat and plane-
parallel. Wang and Yoon37 also used the Reynolds approximation to determine the contributions 
from the hydrophobic force to the disjoining pressures in single foam films. They found that air 
bubbles are hydrophobic and that the hydrophobic force in foam films decreases with increasing 
surfactant and NaCl concentrations. 

Schulze and his co-workers10 measured the critical rupture thicknesses of the wetting films 
formed on hydrophobic surfaces and compared the results with the film thinning kinetics 
predicted using the Reynolds equation. Without recognizing the presence of hydrophobic force, 
the authors suggested that the kinetics of film thinning should follow the same theoretical curve, 
because the surface charge did not change after hydrophobization with hexamethyldisilazane 
(HMDS). It was found that the critical rupture thicknesses plotted vs. film lifetime were randomly 
distributed around the theoretical thinning curve, which lead to their conclusion that films rupture 
due to the presence of gas nuclei formed on heterogeneous surfaces and the hole formation 
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mechanism suggested by Sharma and Ruckenstein.38 More recent work of Sharma39 suggested, 
however, that the hole formation is due to hydrophobic attraction. 

In the present work, we monitored the kinetics of thinning of wetting films using the TFPB 
technique. Water films were formed on gold plates hydrophobized with potassium amyl xanthate 
(PAX). The kinetics was monitored by means of a high-speed video camera, which allowed 
accurate measurements of film thicknesses changing with time at any point of a dimpled film. 
The results were analyzed using the Reynolds approximation with the non-slip boundary 
condition to determine the disjoining pressures. It was found that the kinetics of film thinning 
increases with increasing hydrophobicity, which was attributed to the increase in hydrophobic 
force in wetting films. The magnitudes of the hydrophobic forces measured in the wetting films 
were compared with those measured in foam films and in the films between hydrophobic solid 
surfaces. 

 

2.2 Theoretical Approach 

      When an air bubble is pressed against a flat solid surface in a horizontal orientation, the 
air/water interface deforms to produce initially a plane-parallel wetting film. The change in 
curvature associated with the deformation creates a pressure difference between the liquid in the 
film and the bulk and causes the film to thin. As the thinning continues, the film becomes a 
convex lens (or “dimple”) with inverted curvature. The torus-shaped water film surrounding a 
dimple is referred to “barrier rim”. The dimpled film is no longer plane parallel, but many 
investigators40, 41 modeled the thinning process using the Reynolds lubrication approximation, 
which has been derived using the boundary conditions that the two interfaces are parallel to each 
other and that the liquid velocity at the two interfaces are zero, i.e., the film thins under no slip 
conditions. The radii of the barrier rings observed in the present work were larger than 0.08 mm, 
while we were monitoring the thinning rate at film thicknesses below approximately 300 nm. The 
large difference in the length scales should satisfy the first boundary condition. Maali et al.42 
showed that the non-slip boundary condition is appropriate for the water flow on the hydrophilic 
surface. Also, Lin and Slattery43 showed that the air/water interfaces are immobile in the presence 
of a trace of surfactant. Platikanov35 and Frankel et al.36 showed that the Reynolds lubrication 
approximation can be used to model the thinning of wetting films at the barrier ring.  

The Reynolds lubrication approxima  is us resented in the following form:44  tion ually p

2 ∆
3

                                                                        1  

where h is film thickness, t drainage time, μ the liquid viscosity, Rf the film radius, and ΔP is the 
pressure difference causing a film to thin. In dimpled wetting films, the ΔP may be expressed as 
follows,45 

Δ
2

Π                                                          2  



where R is the radius of film holder (or bubble), γ the surface tension of liquid, r the radial 
distance from the center of the barrier ring, h the local film thickness, and Π is the disjoining 
pressure. The first term represents the contribution from the Laplace pressure, the second term 
from the hydrodynamic pressure due to changes in curvature along the radial distance, and the 
third tem represents the contribution from the disjoining pressure created by the surface forces in 
the film.  

Thus, wetting films thin by hydrodynamic forces initially and then by surface forces during 
the later stages. In thin films, the contribution from the changes in curvature ( ) may not be 
important as the curvature around a barrier rim becomes symmetrical, as will be shown later 
(Figure 2). In this case, Eq. [2] is reduced to:  

rh ∂∂ /

Δ
2

Π                                                                           3  

The DLVO theory recognizes two surfaces forces, i.e., double-layer force and van der Waals 
dispersion force. The latter is repulsive in wetting films,34 while the former can also be repulsive 
in alkaline pH where both the solid/water and air/water interfaces are usually charged negatively. 
Despite the absence of an attractive force, wetting films formed on hydrophobic surfaces rupture. 
We, therefore, use the extended DLV  tO heory,1  

 Π Π Π Π                                                                    4      

which includes disjoining pressures due to the van der Waals-dispersion force (Π ), double-layer 
force (Π ), and hydrophobic force (Π ). 

The disjoining pressure due to the van der waal force can be given by,  s 

Π
6

                                                                        5  

where A132 is the Hamaker constant for the interaction between a solid 1 and an air bubble 2 in 
water 3. A132 can be obtained using the geometric mean combining rule from the values of the 
Hamaker constants for the interactions between solids in water (A131) and between bubbles in 
water (A232). In the present system, dispersion forces are much smaller than hydrophobic forces; 
therefore, the retardation effect has not been considered. 

The electrostatic component of the disjoining pressure can be calculated using the Hogg-
Healey-Fuerstenau (HHF) approximation,46  

Π
εκ

2sinh  κh
Ψ Ψ cosech κh 2Ψ Ψ coth  κh                       6  

in which ε is the dielectric permittivity of water, Ψ  and Ψ  are the double-layer potentials at the 
solid/water and air/water interfaces, respectively, and κ is the inverse Debye length. 
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Hydrophobic forces measured in experiments are usually represented in single- or double-
exponential functions. It has been shown that a power law of the following form can also be 
used,47, 48  

Π
6

                                                                       7  

where K132 is a constant representing the magnitude of the hydrophobic force in a wetting film of 
thickness h. Eq. [7] is of the same form as Eq. [5], which makes it easier to compare K132 directly 
with A132. 

 

2.3 Experimental Details 

Materials 

Polished fused quartz plates (Technical Glass Inc.) and gold-coated glass plates (CA134, EMF) 
were used as substrates for wetting films. Potassium amyl xanthate (PAX, >90%, TCI, America) 
was purified twice by dissolution in acetone (HPLC, Fisher Sci.) and recrystallization in diethyl 
ether (99.999%, Sigma-Alrich). Sodium chloride (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich) was roasted at 600°C 
for 6 hours to remove organic impurities. All solutions were prepared using the Millipore water 
of >18.2 MΩ/cm, which was obtained using a Direct-Q3 water purification system.  

 

Procedure 

      Both the fused quartz and gold plates were cleaned by boiling in piranha solutions (7:3 by 
volume of H2SO4:H2O2) for 30 minutes, followed by rinsing with the Millipore water and drying 
in a nitrogen gas stream. After the cleaning, the gold plates were hydrophobized by immersing 
them in freshly prepared PAX solutions. The hydrophobicity was controlled by varying the 
concentration and immersion time. The treated surfaces were washed with Millipore water and 
dried by blowing high-purity nitrogen gas on the surface. The quartz was used as substrate for 
wetting films without hydrophobization.  

The kinetics of film thinning was measured using the TFPB technique, which was originally 
designed to study foam films.32 A flat substrate was placed on top of a film holder (2.0 mm 
radius) immersed in water. After making sure that no air bubbles were adhering on the surface, 
the assembly was placed on an inverted microscopic stage (Olympus IX51) to monitor the 
changes in film thickness with time. A halogen lamp (100W, Osram) was used as a light source 
with a band-pass filter (NT46-053, Edmund Optics) to produce monochromatic green light source 
(λ=526 nm).  

Initially, the thickness of a film was reduced by pulling the water out of the film holder by 
means of a piston. Once interference patterns (Newton rings) began to appear in the microscopic 
field of view, the film was allowed to thin spontaneously while recording the images by means of 
a high-speed CCD camera (Fastcam 512PCI, Photron) at a speed of 60 frames per second. The 
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camera was capable of taking the images at much higher speeds, but 50 FPS was found to be 
adequate. The interference patterns recorded were used to obtain timed profiles of a wetting film 
across the entire film holder, which in turn were used to monitor the changes in film thicknesses 
(h) as a function of time at any point of the film. The film thicknesses were calculated as 
described by Nedyalkov et al.49  

The surface tensions of the solutions used in the present work were measured using the 
Wilhelmy plate method. Advancing and receding contact angles of the hydrophobized gold plates 
were measured using the sessile drop technique by means of a goniometer (Ramé-Hart, Inc.).  

The ξ-potentials of spherical gold power (1.5-3.0 µm, Alfa Aesar) were measured by dynamic 
light scattering (Zetasizer Nano). The gold power (99.96%) was hydrophobized in the same 
manner as the gold plate used for the film thinning kinetics measurements. It was assumed that 
the ξ-potentials of the gold plate and powder were the same.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematics of the TFBC apparatus used for the study of wetting films 

2.4 Results 
     Figure 2 compares the timed profiles of the wetting films formed on gold substrates of two 
different hydrophobicities. Figure 2a shows the profiles of the film formed on a freshly-cleaned 
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gold plate that had not been hydrophobized. Its equilibrium contact angle (θe) was 42o with 60o 
advancing (θa) and 17o receding (θr) angles. Initially, the film showed dimpled profiles. As the 
drainage continued, the film became flat and reached an equilibrium thickness (he) of 80 nm in 20 
s, when the capillary pressure was equal to the disjoining pressure. Figure 2b shows the timed 
profiles of the wetting film formed on a gold plate hydrophobized in a 5x10-6 M PAX solution for 
60 min to obtain θr = 79°. The drainage rate became substantially faster than observed with the 
untreated gold plate; the film thickness decreased from 300 to 80 nm in 1.26 s and ruptured. The 
thickness at which the film fails catastrophically is referred to as critical rupture thickness (hcr). 
Note that the dimpling effect was more significant with the hydrophobic gold, indicating that the 
wetting film formed on the hydrophobic surface thins faster at the barrier rim than at the center. 
Note also that the curvature of the air/water interface on either side of the barrier rim was about 
the same, which would allow one to ignore the hydrodynamic pressure term of Eq. [2] during the 
last stages of the film thing process. 

Fig. 3 shows the changes in thickness of a wetting film formed on a hydrophilic fused quartz 
plate at its center and at the barrier rim. The measurements were conducted in a 0.1 M NaCl 
solution so that the Π  term of Eq. [4] can be ignored. Since the substrate was hydrophilic, 
Π  was also ignored. Eq. [3] can then be reduced to,  

Δ
2

Π
2

6
                                                       8  

By using the values of γ = 72.4 mN/m at 0.1 M NaCl and A132 = -1.13x10-20 J,50 the kinetics curve 
obtained at the barrier rim was fitted to Eq. [1]. The fit was excellent indicating that one can 
safely use the Reynolds approximation to describe the kinetics of wetting films. The results 
showed that the non-slip condition applies to both the surfactant-free quartz-water interface and 
the free air-water interface. The kinetics curve obtained at the center of the dimple thins slower 
than at the rim. The results presented in Figure 3 are similar to the work of Platikanov. 35 

Figure 4 compares the kinetics of film thinning on gold substrates with and without 
hydrophobization. After one hour of immersion time in a 5x10-6 M PAX at open circuit and 
natural pH (= 7.3), the gold plate was rendered hydrophobic with θr = 79o. The untreated gold 
plate showed only a slight hydrophobicity with θr = 17o possibly due to contaminants. When a 
gold surface was freshly cleaned in a piranha solution, the contact angle was zero. But the angle 
increased considerably after a short exposure to the atmosphere, during which time contaminants 
could adsorb on the surface from the air owing to the large Hamaker constant of gold. Despite the 
apparent but a low-level hydrophobicity, its kinetics was much slower than on the treated surface, 
as shown in Figure 4, and the film did not rupture. On the contrary, the wetting film on formed on 
the treated gold surface ruptured at hcr = 80 nm and thinned substantially faster, which may be 
attributed to the presence of hydrophobic force in the wetting film.  

In general, xanthate-coated mineral surfaces are negatively charged in water, and the ζ-
potentials do not change substantially at low concentrations.51 Also, xanthate adsorption should 
not change the Hamaker constant of the gold plate (A131) significantly. For the experiment 
conducted with the hydrophobic gold, the substrate was hydrophobized prior to forming a wetting 
film with pure water. Therefore, the chemistry of the air/water interface should be the same as 
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that of the experiment conducted with untreated gold, that is, the ζ-potential and the Hamaker 
constant of the air bubble (A232) should essentially be the same as those of the untreated gold 
surface. It is, therefore, suggested that the fast kinetics of the film thinning on the hydrophobic 
surface was due to the hydrophobic force. We estimated the magnitude of the hydrophobic force 
by fitting the kinetics curves to the Reynolds equation (Eq. [1]). ΔP was calculated using Eqs. 
[3]-[7]. The values of the various parameters used for the fit are given in Figure 4. In calculating 
the contribution from the hydrophobic force (Π ), it was necessary to use the values of K132 = 
2.0x10-17 J for the hydrophobized gold substrate and K132 = 0 for the untreated substrate. Note 
here that K132 was positive and that its magnitude was much larger than that of the Hamaker 
constant (A132 = -2.02x10-20 J), which was negative. 

Figure 5 shows the results of the kinetics studies conducted with gold-coated silica plates by 
varying the immersion time in a 10-5 M PAX solution. The film thicknesses were measured at the 
barrier rims of the timed film profiles. It was found that the film thinning kinetics was the fastest 
after 10 minutes of immersion time and became slower at longer contact times. The results 
obtained after the 10-min contact time was fitted to the Reynolds equation with K132 = 2.0x10-17 J. 
After a 120 min immersion time, K132 decreased to 7.0x10-18 J and the drainage rate decreased, 
which may be attributed to a multilayer formation. It is well known that xanthate adsorption on 
sulfide minerals and precious metals results in the formation of a multilayer.52-54 Xanthate 
adsorption results in the formation of chemisorbed xanthates in the first monolayer, followed by 
the adsorption of metal xanthates and/or dixanthogen on the top at higher electrochemical 
potentials.55, 56 Evidences for the multilayer formation in the gold-PAX system after long contact 
times and higher concentrations have been presented in another communication.57 Note that θr 
was 78o after 10 min contact time, which decreased to 75o after the 120 min contact time. Albeit 
small, the decrease in contact angle may be a reflection of the fact that the species adsorbing in 
the multilayer expose the head groups (-OCSSAu) toward the aqueous phase. Although the head 
group should be less hydrophobic than the end group (CH3) of the chemisorbed xanthate in the 
monolayer, it may be substantially less polar than those of the high HLB number surfactants, 
providing an explanation for the relatively small decrease in θr observed in the present work. The 
decrease in K132 with increasing contact time may thus be attributed to the decrease in the 
hydrophobicity of the gold substrate. This finding is consistent with the results of the AFM force 
measurements conducted between xanthate-coated gold sphere and gold plate.57 It is also possible 
that the multilayer formation increases the roughness of the xanthate-coated gold plate, which 
should also contribute to the decrease in the drainage rate and hence the K132 values estimated 
using the Reynolds approximation.  

After the 10 min contact time, which was considered short enough to prevent the multilayer 
formation, a set of timed film profiles have been obtained at different PAX concentrations (10-6 to 
10-4 M), and the changes in film thickness at the barrier rims have been monitored and plotted in 
Figure 6. The receding contact angle (θr) increased from 65o at 10-6 M to 80o at 10-5 M PAX. As 
expected, drainage rate increased with increasing PAX concentration and θr, suggesting that the 
increased kinetics was due to the increased hydrophobic force in the wetting films. Figure 7 
shows the K132 values obtained by fitting the kinetics data to Eq. [1] plotted vs. the PAX 
concentration. As shown, K132 increased with increasing concentration and reached a maximum at 
approximately 3x10-5 M. The data presented in Figures 6 and 7 provides strong evidence that 
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hydrophobic force exists in the wetting films formed on hydrophobic surfaces and serves as the 
major driving force for the film drainage and rupture. 

Figure 8 shows the effect of electrolyte (NaCl) on the kinetics of film thinning on hydrophobic 
surfaces. The experiments were conducted with gold plates treated in 5x10-6 M PAX solutions for 
60 minutes. Also shown for comparison is the result (dashed line) obtained with a wetting film 
formed with pure water on the surface of an untreated gold plate. In the absence of NaCl, the 
wetting film formed on hydrophobized gold plate thinned substantially faster than that formed on 
untreated hydrophilic plate, which can be attributed to the presence of a strong hydrophobic force 
in the former. The kinetics curve obtained with the hydrophobic gold in the absence of NaCl can 
be fitted to the Reynolds equation with K132 = 2.0x10-17 J. In the presence of 10-5 M NaCl, K132 

decreased to 1.6x10-17 J, causing a decrease in the kinetics of film thinning. At 10-4 and 10-3 M 
NaCl, K132 decreased further to 6.0x10-18 and 5.5x10-18 J, respectively, with a further decrease in 
the kinetics. Table 1 shows the various parameters used to fit the data presented in Figure 8 to the 
Reynolds equation.  

That the hydrophobic force in wetting films decreased in the presence of NaCl was consistent 
with the results from the AFM58, 59 and foam film60, 61 studies that the hydrophobic forces in the 
thin films confined between solid surfaces and between air bubbles decrease in the presence of 
electrolytes. It was suggested that electrolytes can break the hydrogen bonds between water 
molecules and, hence, cause a decrease in cohesive energy (Wc) and hydrophobic force.60 The 
observation that the drainage rate of the wetting films formed on the hydrophobic surfaces 
decreased in the presence of NaCl appeared to be contrary to the DLVO theory, according to 
which the kinetics should actually increase due to double-layer compression. This apparent 
discrepancy simply indicates that the decrease in the attractive hydrophobic force was greater 
than the decrease in the repulsive electrostatic force due to double layer compression.  

 
2.5 Discussion 

     We have shown that the wetting films formed on horizontal, planar surfaces begin to thin due 
to the capillary forces created by the changes in curvature. Its drainage rate can be predicted by 
the Reynolds lubrication approximation, with the capillary pressure serving as the driving force. 
As the film continues to thin, the solid/water and air/water interfaces interact with each other and 
create a disjoining pressure (Π), which also begins to affect the kinetics of film thinning.  

Apart from the kinetics of film thinning, whether a film ruptures or not is determined by 
thermodynamics. When a wetting film ruptures, a new interface, i.e., solid-gas interface, is 
created at the expense of solid-liquid and solid-gas interfaces. Thus, the Gibbs free energy change 
(ΔG) associated with the rupture c b ve  th lloan e gi n by e fo wing relation: 

Δ 0                                                              9  

where , , and  represent the free energies at the interfaces between solid 1, air 2, and 
water 3 phases. Combining Eq. [9] with the Young’s equation 
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where θ  when   is water contact angle, one can find that wetting films rupture

 Δ 1 0                                                          11  

Eq. [11] suggests that wetting films can rupture when θ > 0 at a critical rupture thickness (hcr). 
Receding angles (θr) may be relevant for the rupture of wetting films. If θ = 0, a wetting film 
should stabilize at an equilibrium thickness (he). We have shown in the present work that the 
wetting films formed on gold substrates rupture when the surface is rendered hydrophobic by 
PAX.  

 From Eqs. [10] and [11], one can see ha t t ΔG < 0 when 

                                                                    12  

One can substitute the following relation into Eq. [12],64 

2 2 2                               13  

where  is the dispersion component of solid surface tension,  is the same of liquid surface 
tension,   and   are the acidic and basic components of the solid surface tension, 
respectively,     and are the acidic and basic components of the liquid surface tension, 
respectively, to obtain: 

2 2 2   2                                      14  

Eq. [14] is equivalent to the following: 

                                                                        15       

where    is the work of adhesion of water on a solid and  is the work of cohesion of water. 

In general, the dispersion component of , i.e., 2  , is smaller than . It is, therefore, 

necessary to decrease the acid-base components of , i.e.  2 , and   2 , by 
appropriate surface treatment such as PAX adsorption on gold.  

Eqs. [9] and [15] show that spreading coefficient (S) becomes negative when θ > 0, that is, a 
liquid film retreats and creates a finite solid/liquid interfacial area of contact. The larger the 
contact angle, the larger the area of contact between bubble and particle, and thereby help 
minimize the probability of detachment of particles during flotation. (One should note here that 
advancing contact angles are relevant in detachment.) If a particle makes a point-to-point contact, 
it will be difficult to levitate coarse particles during flotation. On the other hand, ultrafine 
particles can be floated without film rupture, i.e., when θ = 0. In dissolved air flotation (DAF), 
which is widely used for waste water treatment, fine particles are often floated without using 
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hydrophobizing agents. Control of surface forces, e.g., double-layer forces by control of pH and 
coagulant addition, is sufficient.  

Even if film rupture is thermodynamically favorable, the process can be kinetically hindered, 
e.g., by increasing Π, creating surface roughness to slow down drainage rate, increasing film 
elasticity, etc. We have considered that Π consists of dispersion (Πd), electrostatic (Πe), and 
hydrophobic (Πh) components, as shown in Eq. [4]. Πd is repulsive as A132 is negative in wetting 
films, while Πe is also negative in the gold-xanthate system studied here and in many other 
systems. We found that the kinetics of film thinning increases with increasing xanthate 
concentration and contact angle (θr), which suggests that hydrophobic force is present in the 
wetting films formed on hydrophobic surfaces. Using the Reynolds lubrication approximation, we 
calculated the values of K132 representing the magnitudes of Πh (and of hydrophobic forces), 
which have been found to increase with θr. We found also that by recognizing the presence of 
hydrophobic force in wetting films, it was not necessary to invoke the capillary wave models.32, 33 
The wetting films ruptured spontaneously at hcr. In the gold-PAX system, Πh was the only 
negative component of Π and hence could bring the film thickness to hcr in a short time frame. 
Likewise, Manica et al.45 found that when Πe is strongly negative, there was no need to invoke 
the capillary wave model to predict the thinning and rupture of the water films between mica and 
mercury. 

That hydrophobic force is present in wetting films may be more readily acceptable if one can 
recognize that air bubbles in water are hydrophobic. In this case, the thinning and rupture of the 
wetting films formed on hydrophobic surfaces may be viewed as one of asymmetric hydrophobic 
interaction. van Oss et al.64 suggested that the air side of the air-water interface is the most 
hydrophobic surface known and is about 30% more hydrophobic than octane and Teflon. The 
basis of this argument is that the tension at the air/water interface (72 mN/m) is substantially 
higher than those (~50 mN/m) at the hydrocarbon/water interfaces. The vibrational sum 
frequency (VSF) spectra of the water molecules straddling at the hydrophobic surface/water 
interfaces show sharp peaks at 3600-3700 cm-1, which represent the characteristic non-hydrogen-
bonded (free) OH stretch vibrations.65, 66 The high interfacial tensions at the hydrophobic 
surface/water interfaces are due to the presence of the free OH groups at these interfaces. 
Interestingly, the free OH peaks observed at the CCl4/water and hexane/water interfaces are 
observed at 3669±1 cm-1, while the same is observed at ~3700 cm-1. The red shift of the 
characteristic peak shows an attractive interaction between the free OH groups and the organic 
molecules at the interface. In fact, the binding energy for the CCl4-H2O dimer has been reported 
to be -1.4 kcal/mol.66 These reports are consistent with the fact that the dispersion components of 
Wa at the hydrophobic liquid/water interfaces are ~20 mJ/m2, while it should be zero at the 
air/water interface. 

We used the Reynolds lubrication approximation to estimate the K132 values for hydrophobic 
disjoining pressure (Eq. [7]). There are several questions to be raised in this approach. First, the 
approximation is useful for a film of fluid between nearly plane-parallel surfaces. Although we 
monitored the rate of film thinning at the barrier rim, which is a curved surface, the film thickness 
(h) was much smaller than the radius of curvature. Therefore, we have measured the thinning 
rates effectively between plane-parallel surfaces. Second, the roughness of the surface should 
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affect drainage rate and, hence, the K132 values obtained using the Reynolds approximation. In the 
present work, we found that drainage rate decreased with increasing contact time in PAX 
solutions due to decreased hydrophobicity and the surface roughness created by multilayer 
formation.  

Perhaps the most important question to be raised would be the question regarding the non-slip 
boundary condition employed in deriving the Reynolds approximation. There seems to be no 
doubt that it applies for the flows around hydrophilic surfaces.42 For the flows around 
hydrophobic surfaces, however, some found that the non-slip condition may not be applicable. On 
the other hand, the correlation between slip lengths and contact angle was very poor.67 As for the 
flow around air bubbles (or air/water interface), it was found that the liquid/gas interface becomes 
nearly immobile even with only a trace of surfactant present.68 Although we have conducted 
experiments in the absence of surfactants, there is a possibility that trace of gold xanthates be 
present at the air/water interface, making it possible to use the non-slip condition. If not, the K132 
values determined in the present work may have been overestimated and require appropriate 
corrections in future work. Nevertheless, it is highly unlikely that the correction would relinquish 
the possibility that hydrophobic force is present in the wetting films formed on hydrophobic 
surfaces. It should be noted also that Horn and his co-workers found that the non-slip boundary 
condition applies for the surfactant-free mica-water-mercury systems.45 Further, the drainage 
experiments conducted in the present work (see Figure 3) and by Platikanov35 with wetting films 
produced with surfactant-free air/water interface could be fitted to the Reynolds approximation 
with non-slip boundary conditions. 

The geometric mean combining rule is used to predict the Hamaker constants for van der 
Waals interactions between unlike surfaces from those between like ones. It is based on the 
Berthelot relation derived originally for molecular interactions.69 It has been reported previously 
that asymmetric hydrophobic force constants (K132) can be predicted using the geometric mean 
combining rule as follows:48 

                                                                   16  

in which K132 is the force constant for symmetric hydrophobic interaction between two surfaces of 
identical contact angle of θ1, and K232 is the same for contact angle θ2.  

In Figure 9, the values of K132 obtained using the Reynolds approximation have been plotted 
vs. the values of K131 in logarithmic scales. According to Eq. [16], the slope should be ½. From 
the intercept obtained numerically, we found that K232 = 5.3x10-17 J. This value is close to that 
estimated by extrapolating the K232 values for the foam films stabilized at different concentrations 
of ionic and non-ionic surfactants.60 The K131 values used in the plot shown in Figure 9 include 
those by Wang and Yoon57 and those measured specifically for the present work using the AFM 
force measurements conducted with PAX-coated gold surfaces in pure water. It is interesting that 
Eq. [16] applies for the hydrophobic interactions between solid/liquid, gas/gas, and gas-solid 
interactions. This finding suggests that hydrophobic force may be a molecular force representing 
the properties of the thin liquid films confined between hydrophobic surfaces, regardless of 
whether the interacting surfaces are solid, liquid, or gas. This finding is consistent with the results 
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of the thermodynamic studies conducted by one of us showing that hydrophobic force may 
originate from the changes in water structure as a thick film becomes a thin film.70 

 

2.6 Summary 

      The results of present investigation show that the kinetics of thinning for the wetting films of 
water formed on hydrophilic silica surface can be fitted to the Reynolds lubrication 
approximation with non-slip boundary conditions. The same approach has also been used to study 
the kinetics of film thinning on the surface of gold substrates hydrophobized by KAX. The results 
show that the kinetics increases with increasing hydrophobicity. This finding suggests that 
hydrophobization of a substrate causes the disjoining pressure in the wetting films to decrease, 
which in turn can be attributed to the presence of hydrophobic force in the wetting films. It has 
been found that the hydrophobic force constant (K132) of the wetting film, as determined by fitting 
the kinetics data to the Reynolds approximation, increases with increasing receding contact angle 
of the substrate. It has been found also that K132 decreases with increasing NaCl concentration and 
after an excessively long contact time between the substrate and KAX. The former can be 
attributed to the decrease in the cohesive of energy of water (Wc) in the presence of the 
electrolyte, while the latter to the increase in surface roughness associate with a possible 
multilayer formation. Further, the values of K132 can be predicted from the values of the 
hydrophobic force constants (K131) for the interaction between solid surfaces of identical 
hydrophobicity and those (K232) for the soap films using the geometric mean combining rule. 
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Figure 2.1    Comparison of the timed-profiles of the wetting films formed on a) an untreated gold plate 
with θr = 17o and b) a gold plate with θr = 79o after treatment with a 5x10-6 M PAX solution for 1 hour.  
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Figure 2.2    Changes in the thickness of a wetting film formed on a hydrophilic fused silica plate in a 10-1 M 
NaCl solution. The solid line represents a fit to Eq. [1] with Rf = 0.084 mm, A132 = -1.13x10-20 J, and γ = 72 
mN/m. 
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Figure 2.3    Changes in the film thicknesses measured at the barrier rims of the dimpled-wetting films 
formed on gold-coated silica plates with θr of 17o and 79o. The latter was immersed in a 5x10-6 M PAX 
solution for one hour, and the former was untreated. The solid line represents the Reynolds 
approximation with K132 = 0, while the dashed line represents the same with K132  = 2.0 x 10-17 J, Rf = 
0.075 mm, γ = 72.5 mN/m, Ψ1 = -45 mV,  Ψ2 = -80 mV, κ-1 = 243 nm, and A132 = -2.02x10-20 J. 
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Figure 2.4 Effect of contact time between gold in a 10-5 M PAX solution on the kinetics of film thinning. The 
K132 values were by fitting the data to Eq. [1] with γ = 72.5 mN/m, Ψ1 = -45 mV, Ψ2 = -80 mV, κ-1 = 243 nm, 
A132 = -2.0x10-20 J, and Rf = 0.075  0.004 mm.  
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Figure 2.5  Effect of KAX concentration on the thinning of the wetting films formed on gold substrates. The 
contact time was 10 minutes, and the results were used obtain the K132 values using Eq. [1], with γ = 72.5 
mN/m, Ψ1 = -45 mV, Ψ2 = -80 mV, κ-1 = 243 nm, A132   = -2.02x10-20 J and Rf  = 0.091, 0.087, 0.084, 0.08 and 
0.076 mm respectively. 
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Figure 2.6   Changes in the hydrophobic force constant (K132) with the concentration of KAX solutions, in 
which gold substrates were hydrophobized for 10 minutes. 
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Figure 2.7   Effect of electrolyte (NaCl) on the kinetics of the wetting films formed on the surface of gold-
coated glass plates hydrophobized in a 5x10-6 M PAX solution for 60minutes. The dashed curve represents the 
results obtained in pure water. 
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Figure 2.8 A plot of the asymmetric hydrophobic force constant (K132) for wetting films vs. the square root of the 
symmetric hydrophobic force constant for the thin films between hydrophobic solid surfaces. Under condition 
that the slope is 0.5, one can determine the intercept of the plot numerically, which in turn gives K232 = 5.3x10-17 
J. This value is close to the value reported in Ref. 60. 
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Table 2.1 The model parameters use to fit the data in Figure 8 to Eq. [2.1] 

NaCl (M) γ(mN/m) Rf (mm) Ψ1
1

 (mV) Ψ2
2

 (mV) κ -1 (nm) K132 (J) 
0 72.3 0.075 -40 -80 241 2.0x10-17 

10-5 72.4 0.085 -43 -75 96.1 1.6x10-17 
10-4 72.3 0.091 -47 -50 30.4 6.0x10-18 
10-3 72.4 0.092 -47 -35 9.61 5.5x10-18 

     1Ref. 62, 63; 2Present work 
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Chapter 3 

Thinning and Rupture of Wetting Film on Silica Plate in the C18TACl 
Aqueous Solution 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 
 

     Thin Film Balance (TFB) technique is employed to measure the thinning kinetics and critical 
rupture thickness of dimpled wetting film on a silica plate in C18TACl aqueous solution. 
Assuming the immobile surface at the air/water interface and no hydrodynamic pressure at the 
barrier rim of dimpled film, the thinning of wetting film is controlled by the sum of the capillary 
pressure and disjoining pressure. The kinetics of wetting film thinning is, therefore, viewed as 
Reynolds lubrication theory when only considering the thinning of wetting film at the rim of film. 
It is found that thinning kinetics of film on silica plate in C18TACl aqueous solution could be 
predicted only when considering the extra attractive forces named as “hydrophobic forces”, since 
van der waals forces and electrostatic forces both are repulsive. The values of hydrophobic forces 
constant (K132) varies with different concentration of C18TACl and different immersion time. At 
5x10-6 M C18TACl aqueous solution, K132 reaches the maximum for 1 hour which is consistent 
with the contact angle measurement. The effect of electrolyte on kinetics of wetting film thinning 
and critical rupture thickness is also examined. The critical rupture thickness (Hr) and 
hydrophobic forces constant (K132) decreases with increasing the NaCl concentration, probably 
because of the compression of electrostatic double layer forces and decrease of hydrophobic 
forces. It is, therefore, suggested that hydrophobic forces plays a vital role in destabilizing the 
wetting film between air bubbles and hydrophobic particles.  
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3.1 Introduction 
 

  Froth Flotation has been used for more than 100 years for separating different minerals from 
each other since 1905, when the air bubble was first used for flotation.1 The basic principle of 
froth flotation is rendering the target minerals hydrophobic and unselected minerals hydrophilic 
to achieve the separation of minerals, and therefore, the attachment between the air bubble and 
hydrophobic particles is the fundamental process for successful flotation. The attachment between 
air bubble and hydrophobic particles involves three sub-processes: 1) air bubble approaches the 
particles by hydrodynamics; 2) the thinning of wetting film between air bubble and particles; 3) 
rupture of wetting film to form the three-phase froth. Many investigators attempted to model the 
flotation process by hydrodynamics parameters without considering any surface forces. In most 
flotation condition, however, both the van der Waals forces and electrostatic double layer forces  
are repulsive, which give no driving forces for thinning and rupture of wetting film on 
hydrophobic particles2.  It appears, therefore, the interaction between the bubbles and particles are 
the key for modeling the flotation process.  

   Derjaguin and Duhkin3 were the first to introduce the surface forces to investigate the bubble-
particles interaction, but they only considered van der Waals and electrostatic forces. It was till 
1968 that Laskowski and Kitchener4 found that the water films of a certain film thickness on the 
methylated silica surface were unstable and the wetting film would rupture spontaneously, while 
both double-layer and dispersion forces were repulsive. Blake and Kitchener5 later found that the 
rupture thickness of wetting film on methylated silica was 60 to 220 nm, which indicated that the 
thin water film on methylated silica was unstable due to the presence of a “long-range” attractive 
forces. More recently, Israelachvili and pashley6, 7 firstly measured the long-range attractive 
forces (or hydrophobic forces) between two macroscopic surfaces in CTAB solution using 
Surface Forces Apparatus (SFA). Other investigators8-10 also measured attractive hydrophobic 
forces between two hydrophobic surfaces using Atomic Force Microscope (AFM).  

      The drainage and rupture of wetting film studied by Thin Film Balance (TFB) technique also 
showed evidences of existence of hydrophobic forces in wetting film. Tchalivska et al., 
11investigated the wetting properties of hydrophobic mica in dodecyl ammonium chloride (DAC) 
solution, and found that hydrophobic attraction forces played a vital role in thin-film lifetimes as 
well as the rates of expansion of the meniscus perimeter. The papers2, 10, 12, 13 published by Yoon 
et al. suggested that thinning and rupture of thin water film intervened by hydrophobic surfaces 
must include the influence of hydrophobic attractive forces.  

  The discussion of existence of hydrophobic attraction forces on the wetting film, however, did 
not turn out a well-accepted explanation. Schulze et al.,14, 15 suggested that gas bubble at 
heterogeneities of solid surfaces was responsible for the rupture of wetting film on methylated 
silica without considering any long-range hydrophobic attraction, yet they ignored the slight 
difference on slope of kinetics of wetting film thinning. Mahnke et al.16 observed a hole in the 
dimpled wetting film on hydrophobic glass surfaces coated with fatty acid Langmuir-Blodgett 
layers, and they indicated that nucleation of the air bubble is the reason for the high rupture 
thickness. Stckelhuber et al.,17, 18recently proposed that nanobubble on the hydrophobic solid 
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surface can be the cause of rupture of wetting films without considering any surface forces acting 
on the interface.  

  In the present work, kinetics of wetting film thinning on the silica surface in C18TACl solution 
was studied using Scheludko cell19 by TFB2, 12, 13 techniques. Assuming the immobile surface at 
liquid/vapor interface and no hydrodynamic pressure at the barrier rim of dimpled film, film 
drainage at the barrier rim was viewed as satisfying the Reynolds lubrication theory20-22. The 
result was analyzed using the Reynolds equation to determine the hydrophobic forces constant 
K132 as function of C18TACl and electrolyte (NaCl) concentration. The origin of long-range 
hydrophobic forces in the wetting films was discussed.  

 

3.2 Experimental Details 

       Octadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (C18TACl, 97%) was obtained from TCI America 
without any purification. Sodium chloride (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as electrolyte. It is 
further roasted in furnace at 500°C for six hours to remove the organic impurity.  Milipore water 
was obtained by Direct-Q 3 water purification system with the resistivity of 18.2 MΩ/cm. H2SO4 
(98%ACS, Fisher Scientific) and H2O2 (29-32%, Alfa Aesar) was received without any treatment. 
The C18TACl aqueous solution was prepared newly before each experiment to prevent the 
adsorption of surfactants on the glassware. Polished Fused quartz (Technical Glass Product, Inc) 
was boiled in a piranha solution (7:3 volume% H2SO4/H2O2) for 1 hours. The plate is rinsed with 
pure water ultrasonically for 30min, and then dried in a nitrogen gas stream. 

       The kinetics of film thinning between air bubble and plate is measured by Thin Film Balance 
(TFB) technique developed by Scheludko and Exerowa23. The original design is to measure the 
thickness of soap films between two air bubbles as function of time19, while we use this technique 
to measure the film thickness of wetting film between air bubble and flat plate as function of time 
in the present work. The inner radius of the film holder (Rc) is 2.0 mm. The plates are placed on 
the top of film holder in liquid prior to each experiment, to make sure that there is no observable 
air bubble attached on the plate in the film holder. The whole cell is then placed on an inverted 
microscopic stage (Olympus IX51). Halogen Lamp (100W, Osram) is used as light sources for 
the microscope, and the band-pass filter (NT46-053, Edmund Optics) is placed after the light 
sources to get the monochromic green light with center wavelength of 526 nm. The initial 
thinning of wetting film above the 1000 nm is by squeezing liquid out by pistons. To capture the 
changing thinning process of wetting film in several seconds, the monochromic interference 
images are recorded by high speed CCD camera (Fastcam 512PCI, Photron), and from which the 
changing profile of wetting film is obtained using the microinterferometric technique by 
programming in Matlab.   

       The surface tension isotherms of C18TACl solution at low concentration in absence and 
presence of NaCl are measured using Wilhelmy-plate method. The platinum that we use in 
experiment is assumed perfect hydrophilic. The surface tension of pure water that we use at room 
temperature is 72.3 mN/m. 
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       Advanced, receding and equilibrium contact angle are measured on the gold plates by the 
sessile drop method using a contact angle goniometer (Ramé-Hart, Inc.) under ambient conditions. 
The test liquid for contact angle measurement is pure water.  

 

3.3 Result and Discussion 

      Fig. 3.1 shows the changing film profile of wetting film between air bubble and polished 
quartz plate in 10-1 M NaCl solution as the function of the radial position of film (r) and time (t). 
As described in previous literatures13, the drainage of thin water film on the flat solid surface is 
initially controlled by capillary pressure at the separation distance of above 500 nm.  As the gas 
bubble approaches the flat solid surface, the “dimple” will form due to viscous liquid drag. Once 
a “dimple” is formed, the liquid inside dimple is entrapped by a thinner “barrier ring”. The initial 
time (0 s) noted in Fig. 3.1 is a reference time at certain separation film thickness, instead of 
initial time of dimpled film formation. The wetting film is thinning gradually and does not rupture 
up to 31 s.  

     Fig. 3.2 shows the film thickness as function of time in 10-1 M NaCl solution at the center and 
at the barrier rim. It is known that the electrostatic double layers forces between two macroscopic 
surfaces are screened at high concentration of electrolyte solution. At 25°C, the Debye length of 
aqueous NaCl solution can be given as follows24: 

0.314
                                                               3.1  

At 10-1 M NaCl solution, the Debye length (κ-1) is 0.96 nm, which indicates that the double layer 
forces do not need to be considered in DLVO theory. The drainage of wetting film is, therefore, 
only controlled by the capillary pressure and dispersion forces. It is reported21 that the drainage of 
wetting film at the barrier ring proximately satisfies the Reynolds lubrication approximation, 
which is derived from drainage of liquid between two flat discs. Thus the drainage rate of wetting 
film is given by following equation: 

2 Δ
3

                                                                     3.2  

where H is film thickness, t is drainage time, μ is the bulk viscosity, Rf is the film radius up to the 
barrier rim of film and ΔP is the excess pressure for film thinning. Since the electrostatic double 
layer forces is negligible at high concentration of NaCl solution, the driving pressure of film 
thinning is given as follows: 

Δ
2

Π W                                                3.3  
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where R is the radius of film holder, σ is the surface tension of liquid, ΠvdW is the disjoining 

pressure contributed by van der Waals dispersion forces and  is the hydrodynamic 
pressure term due to the local curvature of film. It is shown that the theoretical model by 
Reynolds equation successfully predicts the thinning kinetics of wetting film at the rim of film 
without considering any hydrodynamic pressure. The thinning rate at the center of film is slower 
than that at the barrier rim of film, mainly due to the hydrodynamic repulsive pressure resisting 
the thinning of film at the center.  

   Fig. 3.3 shows comparison of changing film profile of wetting film on the polished quartz 
surface in the pure water (Fig. 3a) and in the 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution (Fig. 3b) for 10 minutes 
after film formation. Since the initial drainage of wetting film is only driven by the capillary 
pressure, we set the reference time t=0 s after the “dimple” is formed. In the pure water, the 
wetting film is thinning gradually and reaches the equilibrium film thickness (He ≈ 130 nm), at 
which the disjoining pressure equates to the capillary pressure, as shown in Fig. 3a. However the 
wetting film on the quartz surface in the 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution for 10 min is thinning much 
faster than those in the pure water, as shown in Fig. 3b. The thin film only takes 0.48 s to rupture 
since the formation of initial “dimpled” film, while the wetting film in the pure water does not 
rupture in the infinite time. The thinning of wetting film at the center of film is much slower than 
that at the barrier rim of film in the 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution, due to the strong attractive 
surface forces between gas bubble and flat hydrophobic surface inducing liquid drag at the 
solid/liquid interface.  

       Assuming no hydrodynamic pressure acting at the barrier rim of film, the film thinning is 
controlled by disjoining pressure and capillary pressure, as discussed above. The comparison of 
thinning curve of wetting film at the barrier rim in the pure water and in the 5x10-6 M C18TACl 
solution for 10 min is shown in Fig. 3.4. The solid line represents the theoretical prediction of 
film thinning at the rim of film by Reynolds equation, which is exactly agrees with experimental 
date of wetting film thinning in the pure water, while it failed to predict the wetting film drainage 
in 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution if not considering any attractive forces contributing to DLVO 
theory. Thus it is necessary to propose that there is another attractive disjoining pressure causing 
the faster thinning rate of wetting film. Tchalivska et al. 11 and Yoon2 suggested that hydrophobic 
forces should be the driving forces for attachment of air bubbles and hydrophobic particles. 

        It is proposed that hydrophobic forces induce the unpredicted faster thinning kinetics of 
wetting film on quartz surface in C18TACl aqueous solution. Fig. 3.5 shows the kinetics curve of 
wetting film at the barrier rim in 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution for 30 min. The film radius of 
dimpled film is 0.11 mm. The dotted line stands for the Reynolds equation prediction without 
considering hydrophobic forces, while the solid line stands for the Reynolds equation prediction 
corrected by the hydrophobic forces. In 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution, the silica surface reaches the 
point of ξ-potential reversal25, and thus, the electrostatic double layer forces is negligible. The 
fitting hydrophobic forces constant K132=3.3x10-17 J, which is two thousand times larger than 
Hamaker constant (A132=1.13x10-20 J). The deviation between experimental date and corrected 
Reynolds prediction at the separation distance below the 200 nm is probably due to the 
heterogeneous thinning of wetting film.  
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     Fig. 3.6 shows microinterferometric images of wetting film on the silica surface in 5x10-6 M 
C18TACl solution before rupture to explain the heterogeneous drainage. The reference time (0 s) 
is set for comparing the images in different time interval. As shown in Fig 3.6, there exists a 
distinct point at the barrier rim of film which indicates that the film thickness at this point is much 
thinner compared with surroundings. Thus the thin water film on the silica surface in C18TACl 
aqueous solution collapses at specific point of barrier ring. Different from the relatively uniform 
coating of potassium amyl xanthate (PAX) on the gold due to chemical bonding between S atom 
of PAX molecule and gold palte as described in previous chapter, the C18TA+ ions are more likely 
form cluster on the quartz isolated. Zhang et al. 26observed that cluster is formed on the quartz 
surface in the C18TACl aqueous solution by AFM.  Therefore, the jump phenomenon on the 
draining thin film is probably due to the cluster formation on the quartz surface in C18TACl 
aqueous solution.  

       The effect of the immersion time on the thinning rate of wetting film in 5x10-6 M C18TACl 
solution is studied, as shown in Fig. 3.7. The radius of film is around 0.115 mm, and surface 
tension of aqueous solution is 66 mN/m. It is shown that the critical rupture thickness of wetting 
film is nearly same for different immersion time, while the thinning rate strongly depends on the 
immersion time. At the immersion time of 10 min, the kinetics of film thinning is fastest and 
hydrophobic forces constant K132 = 3.4x10-17 J. As the immersion time increases from 10 min to 
100 min, the thinning rate becomes slower and corresponding hydrophobic forces constant K132 
decreases to1.2x10-17 J when the immersion time is 100 min. It may be attributed to the formation 
of multilayer of surfactants on the silica surface which reduces the hydrophobicity of surface.  

        Fig. 3.8 shows the thinning kinetics of wetting film on the silica surface in different 
concentration of C18TACl aqueous solution for 60 minutes. The fitting parameters to determine 
the hydrophobic forces are shown in Table 3.1. The increase of zeta potential on the air/water 
interface is due to the adsorption of C18TA+ ions onto the air/water interface. The reversal of zeta-
potential on the solid/liquid interface above the 5x10-6 M for C18TACl solution results in the 
attractive electrostatic double layer forces. It is probably due to the flip-flop orientation of C18TA+ 
surfactants on the silica surface with the positive ions toward the liquid phase. However, the total 
disjoining pressure contributed from both dispersion forces and attractive electrostatic double 
layer forces still fails to predict the faster drainage rate of wetting film in C18TACl aqueous 
solution. At the 5x10-6 M C18TACl, the hydrophobic forces is strongest with the hydrophobic 
forces constant K132=3.5x10-17 J. At 1x10-5 M C18TACl solution, the hydrophobic forces 
decreases probably due to the reversal orientation of C18TA+ molecules on the quartz plate, which 
reduces the hydrophobicity of solid. At the low concentration of C18TACl solution, the drainage 
rate of wetting film is relatively slow with hydrophobic forces constant K132=1x10-17 J at 2x10-6 
M C18TACl solution.  

      According to Dupre’s equation, the change in the free energy due to the replacement of the 
solid-liquid interface by solid-gas i r  is i n bnte face  g ve y: 

∆                                                               3.4  
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Combined with Young’s equation, the Dupre’s equation could be rewritten as follows: 

Δ cos 1                                                                 3.5          

It is obvious that the free energy associated with bubble-particle attachment is dependent on 
contact angle on the solid surface. The higher the contact angle is, the more likely the bubble 
attaches the particles. Fig. 3.9 shows the correlation between the lifetime (tlt) of wetting film after 
the film formation and receding contact angle (θr) at various low concentration of C18TACl 
solution. In the present work, the liquid is sucking out due to the capillary pressure, and thus, the 
drainage rate is more correlated to the receding contact angle instead of advanced contact angle. 
As shown in Fig. 3.9, high contact angle relates to the short lifetime of wetting film. At 5x10-6 M 
C18TACl solution, receding contact angle is 66 o and film lifetime is around 0.4 s. As the C18TACl 
concentration increases or decreases, the lifetime of film increases while the receding contact 
angle decreases. Thereby, contact angle relates to the attachment of air bubbles and particles and 
following floatability of minerals.  

   In Fig. 3.10, the effect of electrolyte (NaCl) concentration on the kinetics of wetting film 
drainage in an air-equilibrium 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution is shown. The surface potential (zeta 
potential here we used to represent the surface potential) of plate in aqueous C18TACl solution 
that used to calculate the hydrophobic constant is obtained by experiment. As the electrolyte 
concentration increases, electrostatic double layer forces between air bubble and solid plate are 
screened. Also the hydrophobic forces decrease with increases of electrolyte concentration. At 
3x10-3 M NaCl solution, the wetting film does not rupture up to 11 s. Hydrophobic forces 
constant K132 decreases from 2x10-17 J without electrolyte to 6x10-19 J at 3x10-3 M NaCl solution. 
Fig. 11shows the critical film thickness and lifetime of film of wetting film in 5x10-6 M C18TACl 
solution as a function of NaCl concentration. It is shown that the critical film thickness decreases 
as the electrolyte concentration increases. It is probably because both electrostatic double layer 
forces and hydrophobic forces decrease with increasing the electrolyte concentration. Thus the 
only driving forces for wetting film thinning is capillary pressure, which is not enough to 
introduce the surface wave to induce the rupture of wetting film.  

3.4 Conclusion 

         Reynolds equation is illustrated to predict the thinning kinetics of wetting film at the barrier 
ring of film. By assuming negligible influence from the slippage on the solid/liquid interface, the 
kinetics curve of wetting film drainage on hydrophobic forces is fitted by Reynolds equation 
corrected by considering the hydrophobic forces.  

         Film profile on the hydrophilic surface and on the hydrophobic surface is compared. 
Wetting film on the hydrophilic surface is thinning gradually and stabilizes at certain film 
thickness, while wetting film on the hydrophobic surface ruptures spontaneously with large 
dimple shape due to the strong attractive forces. The rupture of wetting film on the silica surface 
in C18TACl aqueous solution is heterogeneous, probably because of the cluster formation of 
C18TA+ cationic surfactants on silica surface.  
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         The result obtained in the present work shows that the long-range hydrophobic forces are 
observed between the air bubble and silica plate in C18TACl solution. The hydrophobic force is 
dependent on the concentration of C18TACl solution and the immersion time. The calculated 
hydrophobic forces constant K132 is correlated to contact angle, which also suggests that the 
hydrophobic forces are corresponding to the probability of bubble-particle attachment. It is also 
shown that the hydrophobic forces diminish as increase of electrolyte concentration, probably 
because the origin of hydrophobic forces is ordered water structure in vicinity of hydrophobic 
surface.  
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Figure 3.1 The time-changing film profile of wetting film formed on a polished quartz plate in 10-1 M NaCl 
solution 
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Figure 3.2    Thinning kinetics curve of wetting film in 10-1 NaCl solution at the center (open square) and at 
the barrier rim of film (open triangular). The blue line represents the theoretical prediction by Reynolds 
equation without considering hydrodynamic pressure. 
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Figure 3.3    Comparison of time-changing profile of wetting film formed on a quartz surface in the pure 
water (Fig. 3a) and in the 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution (Fig. 3b) with contact time of 10 minutes. 
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Figure 3.4    Changes in thickness of wetting film formed on a quartz surface in the pure water (open square) 
and in the 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution with contact time of 10 minutes (open circle). The solid line 
represents theoretical prediction of film thinning at the rim of film by Reynolds equation.  
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Figure 3.5    Kinetics curve of film thinning in an air-equilibrated 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution with the 
contact time of 30 minutes. The solid line represents the theoretical prediction by Reynolds equation with 
considering the hydrophobic forces, while the dotted line stands for theoretical prediction by Reynolds 
equation without considering the hydrophobic forces.  
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Figure 3.6     Microinterferometric images of wetting film formed on a quartz surface in 5x10-6 M C18TACl 
solution with contact time of 10 minutes. 
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Figure 3.7 Effect of contact time on thinning kinetics curve of wetting film formed on a quartz plate in an 
air-equilibrated 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution.  
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Figure 3.8   Effect of concentration of C18TACl solution on wetting film drainage on a quartz plate in an 
air-equilibrium C18TACl solution with the contact time of 60 minutes.  
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Figure 3.9 Correlation between lifetime of wetting film after film formation and equilibrium contact angle 
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Figure 3.10    Effect of electrolyte (NaCl) on thinning kinetics of wetting film formed on a quartz plate in 
an air-equilibrated 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution with the contact time of 60 minutes. 
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Figure 3.11  Effect of electrolyte (NaCl) on critical rupture thickness (open square) and lifetime of wetting 
film (solid circle) on a quartz plate in an air-equilibrated 5x10-6 M C18TACl solution. The solid line 
represents the trend of decreasing critical thickness as function of the concentration of electrolyte.  

 

Table 3.1 Fitting parameters in an air-equilibrium C18TACl aqueous solution 

C18TACl (M) γ  (mN/m) Φair
1

    (mV) Φplate
2

 (mV) κ -1  (nm) A132     (J) K132      (J) 
2x10-6 67.9 -80 -30 214 -1.13x10-20 1.0x10-17 
5x10-6 66.0 0 10 136 -1.13x10-20 3.5x10-17 
1x10-5 56.3 30 48 96.1 -1.13x10-20 1.9x10-17 
1. Literature     2. Literature27 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion and Future work 
 

4.1 Conclusion 
 

      In the present work, the drainage of wetting film on the flat hydrophobic surface 
hydrophobized by ex-site adsorption of potassium amyl xanthate (PAX) on gold surface and in-
site adsorption of Octadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (C18TACl) on the silica surface is 
investigated by Thin Film Balance technique. The major findings of the present work are 
discussed as follows: 

(1) Reynolds equation is illustrated to successfully predict the thinning kinetics of wetting 
film at the barrier ring on the hydrophilic silica surface. By assuming negligible 
influence from the slippage on the solid/liquid interface, the kinetics curve of wetting 
film drainage on hydrophobic forces is fitted by Reynolds equation corrected by 
considering the hydrophobic forces in DLVO theory. Long-range hydrophobic forces 
are responsible for fast drainage of wetting film on and hydrophobic surface.  

(2) The film profile of wetting film on the hydrophilic surface is substantially different from 
that on the hydrophobic surface. Wetting film on the hydrophilic surface is thinning 
gradually and stabilized at certain film thickness, while wetting film on the hydrophobic 
surface ruptures spontaneously with large dimple shape due to the strong attractive 
forces. The changing film profile on PAX-coated gold surface is symmetric due to the 
uniform coating of PAX on gold surface. The rupture of wetting film on the silica 
surface in C18TACl aqueous solution is heterogeneous, probably because of the cluster 
formation of C18TA+ cationic surfactants on silica surface. 

(3) The results obtained in the present work shows that the thinning kinetics of wetting film 
on the hydrophobic surface is strongly dependent on collector concentration and 
immersion time. The calculated hydrophobic forces constant K132 is correlated to 
contact angle, which also suggests that the hydrophobic forces are corresponding to the 
thermodynamic condition for bubble-particle attachment. The presence of electrolyte in 
solution diminishes the hydrophobic forces between the air bubble and the hydrophobic 
plates.  

(4) The combing rule for determining K132 for bubble-particle interaction is firstly 
illustrated experimentally using the TFB technique. The hydrophobic forces between air 
bubbles K232 in the pure water is extrapolated to the 5.3x10-17 J, which is a little larger 
than the results we reported previous. It suggests that the air bubble is most hydrophobic 
substance due to the high interfacial tension.   
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4.2 Future Work 
 

      The main objective of present work is to measure the thinning kinetics of wetting film on the 
hydrophobic surfaces, and to verify the combining rule for flotation. The future work is focus on 
as follows. 

(1) The thinning kinetics of wetting film at the barrier ring in the present work is illustrated 
to satisfy the Reynolds lubrication approximation. The future work is to predict the whole 
film profile of wetting film on the hydrophobic surface including the effect from the 
hydrodynamic forces. Also the effect of slippage on the drainage of wetting film on the 
hydrophobic surface will be discussed. 

(2) In the present work, K132 determined from the drainage of wetting film on the gold 
hydrophobized by ex-site adsorption of PAX is used to compare with K131 determined 
using AFM to verify the combining rule. The future work is to investigate the drainage of 
wetting film on the sulfide mineral surface, which is more related to the real practical 
flotation. The combining rule needs to be further verified in sulfide mineral flotation and 
possible theoretical explanation will be discussed.  
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